INTRODUCTION

CEP290/NPHP6
(MIM] 610142) mutations are a newlyidentified cause of Joubert syndrome (JSRD), a childhood-onset autosomal recessive disease with renal, cerebellar, and retinal manifestations Valente et al., 2006] . CEP290 exhibits centrosomal and ciliary localization and is considered among a series of genes involved in cystic kidney disease, developmental malformation of the brain, and retinal degenerations [Badano et al., 2005; Eley et al., 2005; Hildebrandt and Otto, 2005; Pan et al., 2005; Saunier et al., 2005; Bisgrove and Yost, 2006; Parisi et al., 2007] . Coincident with the JSRD discovery was the finding of a Cep290 mutation in rd16, a spontaneous mouse mutant with early-onset retinal degeneration [Chang et al., 2006] . Then, CEP290 mutations were identified as the most common cause of Leber congenital amaurosis (LCA), accounting for at least 21% of this nonsyndromic congenital retinal blindness [Cremers et al., 2002; den Hollander et al., 2006; Perrault et al., 2007] .
Currently, little is known about the disease expression in the CEP290 form of LCA (or the retinopathy of JSRD) other than it causes severe human blindness. In contrast, details of the phenotype of three other molecular forms, RPE65-LCA (MIM] 180069), CRB1-LCA (MIM] 604210), and RDH12-LCA (MIM] 608830), have been explored [Jacobson et al., 2003 [Jacobson et al., , 2005 [Jacobson et al., , 2007a ]. RPE65-LCA shows structurally intact retina and is a candidate for human somatic retinal gene therapy [Jacobson et al., 2005] , whereas CRB1-LCA and RDH12-LCA show disorganized retina lacking normal lamination and may be less approachable by such therapeutic strategies [Jacobson et al., 2003 [Jacobson et al., , 2007a . The availability of the rd16 mouse model for proof-of-concept studies and a major proportion of LCA being caused by CEP290 mutations warrant asking questions about the feasibility of therapy in this human disease.
MATERIALS AND METHODS Human Studies^Mutation Screening
Patients with the clinical diagnosis of LCA and CEP290 mutations (GenBank accession number NM_025114.3), an LCA patient with RPGRIP1 mutation (GenBank accession number NM_020366.3), and retinitis pigmentosa (RP) patients with RPGR mutations (GenBank accession number AF286472.1) or of unknown genotype were included (Table 1 ). Blood samples were obtained from patients and DNA was prepared from peripheral blood leukocytes by previously described procedures [Lotery et al., 2001] . All CEP290 probands were screened and found to be negative for disease-causing mutations in other LCA genes including AIPL1, CRB1, CRX, GUCY2D, RDH12, RPE65, and RPGRIP1 using reported methods [Lotery et al., 2001] . RPGR mutation screening has been described [Breuer et al., 2002] . Informed consent was given by all subjects; institutional approval was obtained, and the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki were followed.
Cross-Sectional Imaging With Optical Coherence Tomography
In vivo microstructure of the retina was quantified with optical coherence tomography (OCT) (OCT3; Zeiss Humphrey Instruments, Dublin, CA) with a depth resolution of $8 mm. The principles of the method and our recording and analysis techniques have been published [Huang et al., 1998; Jacobson et al., 2003 Jacobson et al., , 2005 . In all subjects, overlapping OCT scans of 4.5 mm in length were used to cover horizontal and vertical meridians up to 9 mm eccentricity from the fovea; in this context, eccentricity is defined as the radial distance of a retinal location from the anatomical center of the fovea. In a subset of patients, dense raster scans were performed to sample a 18 Â 12 mm 2 region of the retina centered on the fovea. At least three OCT scans were obtained at each retinal location. At extrafoveal retinal regions, two or three repeated scans were averaged to increase signal-to-noise ratio and allow better definition of retinal laminae. At the fovea, only scans showing the deepest pit were used. A video fundus image was acquired and saved with each OCT scan by the commercial software. In addition, the fundus video visible during the complete session was recorded continuously on a video cassette recorder. Thickness of nuclear layers was defined as previously published [Huang et al., 1998; Jacobson et al., 2003 Jacobson et al., , 2005 . The presence/ absence of cilium signal was determined. In normal subjects, the signal corresponding to the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) was assumed to be the last peak within the two-or three-peaked scattering signal complex [Huang et al., 1998 ], deep in the retina. In abnormal retinas, the presumed RPE peak was sometimes the only signal peak deep in the retina; in other cases, it was apposed by other major peaks. In the latter case, RPE peak was specified manually by considering the properties of the backscattering signal originating from layers vitread and sclerad to it.
En Face Imaging With Scanning Laser Ophthalmoscope
Reflectance imaging with near-infrared (NIR) light and autofluorescence (AF) imaging with NIR was obtained with a second generation confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscope (SLO) (HRA2; Heidelberg Engineering, Dossenheim, Germany) as previously described [Cideciyan et al., 2007] . The ''high-speed'' mode of the instrument was used, with which a 301 Â 301 region of the retina is sampled onto a 768 Â 768 pixel image and consecutive frames can be obtained at the rate of 9 Hz. Images were exported from the manufacturer's software and analyzed as described [Cideciyan et al., 2007] . In a subset of six CEP290-LCA patients with quantifiable NIR-AF intensities, the strength of the parafoveal boundary was estimated with the discrete derivative of the intensity profile along the horizontal meridian performed after smoothing images with a 25-pixel (1 degree) radius Gaussian filter. The patient results were compared to normals (n 5 15).
Visual Perception With Psychophysics
Visual perception, when measurable, was determined with psychophysical methods. Specifically, two-color dark-adapted perimetry (500-nm and 650-nm stimuli) was used to assay the sensitivity of rod photoreceptor-mediated (night) vision, and 600-nm stimuli in the light-adapted state to measure cone photoreceptor-mediated (day) vision. Details of the visual function techniques and analysis methods have been published [Jacobson et al., 1986 ].
Brain Anatomy With MRI
A 3.0 Tesla Siemens Trio (Siemens, Malvern, PA), and an eightchannel head coil were used for MRI acquisition. Intraorbital optic nerve diameter was assessed by direct measurement of the interpial diameter of the optic nerve on high-resolution (0.375 Â 0.375 Â 2.2 mm) T2-weighted anatomical images. Voxel-based morphometry [Ashburner and Friston, 2000] was performed upon the log Jacobian measure obtained after diffeomorphic warping [Avants and Gee, 2004] of the T1-weighted MPRAGE images from patients and a population of normal subjects to a representative brain image. The average deformation score was also obtained for normal subjects and patients from within a region of interest defined within the occipital lobe white matter.
Animal Studies^Histology and Immunohistochemistry
Retinal tissue from wild-type (WT) and rd16 mice (ages 19 days to 14 months) and retinal sections from a cynomolgus monkey (age 2 years) were used. For light microscopy, mouse eyes were placed in Bouin's fixative overnight, embedded in paraffin, and sectioned; sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin [Chang et al., 2006] . Central (within 1 mm of the optic nerve) and midretinal (1-3 mm from the optic nerve) regions were examined. Antibodies used in localization studies were as follow: CEP290 antibody, which has been described [Chang et al., 2006] ; glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) antibody obtained from Sigma (St. Louis, MO);. and Rhodamine-labeled peanut agglutinin (PNA) from Vector Laboratories (Burlingame, CA). Nuclei were labeled using 4 0 ,6 0 -diamino-2-phenylindole (DAPI). For immunohistochemistry of the monkey retina, paraffin-fixed sections were deparaffinized and rehydrated as follows: 20 min in xylene; 10 min in 100% ethanol; 3 min in 95% ethanol; 3 min in 80% ethanol, and 3 min in 70% ethanol. After rinsing in PBS, the slides were boiled in 10 mM Na citrate/0.1% Tween-20 in a container with boiling water for 20 min. Sections were blocked with 5% goat serum, and incubated in succession with primary antibodies (overnight) and appropriate fluorochrome-labeled secondary antibodies (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA).
RESULTS
Ciliopathies and Retinal Degeneration: Comparison With CEP290 -Mutant Retina
Increasing numbers of genetic retinal degenerations are being recognized to affect the specialized photoreceptor cilium with or without disease effects on primary or motile cilia [Badano et al., 2005; Bisgrove and Yost, 2006] . We asked how the microstructure of the human CEP290-mutant central retina compared with two other ciliopathies associated with retinal degeneration-RPGR mutation, causing X-linked RP; and RPGRIP1 mutation, causing a rare form of LCA [Cremers et al., 2002; Wright and Shu, in press] . Notably, both RPGR and RPGRIP1 associate with CEP290 in mammalian retina [Chang et al., 2006] . The normal human central retina in cross-section shows a depression or pit at the cone photoreceptor-rich fovea and adjacent laminar architecture representing nuclei, synapses, and nerve axons (Fig. 1A) . Highlighted are the photoreceptor outer nuclear layer (ONL, blue) and the deeper optical signal attributable to the cilium near the junction of photoreceptor inner and outer segments (IS/OS) (yellow). The normal complement of rod (gray) and cone (red) vision is depicted above the retinal cross-sectional image. Two RPGR-mutant retinas represent different disease stages (Fig. 1B  and C ). An early stage in Patient P10, a 10-year-old boy, shows impaired rod but nearly-normal cone vision; photoreceptor lamination approximates normal at the fovea but declines with distance therefrom (Fig. 1B) . A later stage RPGR-mutant retina in Patient P11, a 48-year-old man, shows no measurable rod or cone vision and, anatomically, there is a deep foveal pit due to photoreceptor losses at this locus and across the central retina (Fig. 1C) .
The RPGRIP1-mutant retina from Patient P9, a 19-year-old man with LCA [Jacobson et al., 2007b] , has severely abnormal rod vision but some preserved cone vision limited to the foveal region (Fig. 1D) . The cone photoreceptor layer at the fovea is within normal limits but declines with distance from the fovea. A signal from the cilium is detectable only near the foveal center. Two CEP290-LCA retinas also show retained central retinal structure but severely reduced vision. Patient P6, a 20-year-old, has no rod vision but some measurable cone vision. The cone photoreceptor layer in the central retina appears normal and there is a foveal cilium optical signal (Fig. 1E) . Patient P1, a 7-year-old child with no perception of light, has retained the central photoreceptor nuclear layer but no discernible cilium signal (Fig. 1F ), in contrast with the late-stage RPGR-mutant retina, with loss of retinal tissue accompanying loss of vision (Fig. 1C) .
Spared Retina and RPE at the Cone Photoreceptor^Rich Foveal Region
Topography of the photoreceptor layer in normal human retina has a central peak and declines with distance from the fovea; a shallower rate of decline in the superior direction results in anisotropic contour lines extending superiorly ( Fig. 2A, inset) . The CEP290-mutant retina of Patient P5, a 19-year-old, retains only a horizontally-elongated central island of measurable ONL; there is a normal peak and a slightly greater extent temporally than nasally. ONL thickness was analyzed across the horizontal meridian in normal subjects (n 5 16; ages 6-58 years) and the CEP290-mutant retinas (Fig. 2B) . At the fovea, six CEP290-mutant retinas showed normal ONL thickness whereas two (Patients P2 and P4) had slightly greater than normal peak thickness. ONL thickness in all CEP290-mutant retinas steeply declined and became less than normal between 0.5 to 1 mm eccentricity. Five of the eight CEP290-mutant retinas had detectable signal from the cilium; the three without this optical signal also had no light perception. Patient P8, the 48-year-old, had the most limited extent of ONL (Fig. 2B) .
The topography of RPE integrity in CEP290-mutant eyes was defined with NIR-AF imaging; the signal is believed to originate from melanin and melanolipofuscin granules in the RPE and melanin in the choroid [Keilhauer and Delori, 2006; Cideciyan et al., 2007] . In normal human eyes, NIR-AF images show a circular central region of homogeneous appearance and higher brightness extending from the fovea. With increasing eccentricity there is a decrease in brightness and an increase in appearance of choroidal features corresponding to the vasculature deep to the RPE (Fig. 2C, inset) . NIR-AF topographies of CEP290-mutant eyes also showed a central region of higher intensity surrounded by a more peripheral region of lower intensity; however, there were ) showing no rod function and preserved cone function only at the fovea. This is a previously published scan [Jacobson et al., 2007b] with new analyses. E: CEP290-mutant retina (Patient P6) showing no rod function and preserved cone function only at the fovea. F: CEP290-mutant retina (Patient P1) with no measurable rod or cone function. F, fovea; ONL, outer nuclear layer; N, nasal retina; INL, inner nuclear layer;T, temporal retina. ONL highlighted in blue. Cilium signal highlighted in yellow. Sensitivities for rods (gray bar; dark-adapted, 500-nm stimuli; range displayed is from 1.5 to 5.5 log units; white tics correspond to 1 log unit increments), and cones (red bar; light-adapted, 600-nm stimuli; range from 0 to 2.8 log units; white tics correspond to 1 log unit increments) are shown above the central retinal scans. Inset, D: Location of the scans and visual function on a schematic of the left retina showing vascular arcades, optic nerve, and fovea.
differences from normal (Fig. 2C) . CEP290-mutant eyes had an elliptical region with a boundary that was qualitatively and quantitatively more abrupt (boundary strength 5 5.471.2 gray levels per degree) compared to that apparent normally in the parafoveal region (3.171.4 gray levels per degree). The spatial extent of the NIR-AF boundary along the horizontal meridian was compared to the extent of ONL thickness in CEP290-mutant retinas; there was a linear relationship (Fig. 2D) supporting the hypothesis of retained central retinal and RPE structural integrity in the presence of severely impaired visual function. For comparison, five patients with RP (of unknown genotype) who retained central islands of visual function were studied and results showed a similar abrupt boundary and a relationship between the extent of ONL thickness and NIR-AF boundary (Fig. 2D) . The location of the optic nerve head and major retinal blood vessels are overlaid (white) for reference. Inset: Normal ONL thickness topography of a 28-year-old. B: ONL thickness pro¢les along the horizontal meridian in CEP290-mutant retinas; ¢lled symbols correspond to retinal locations with a detectable cilium signal. Normal ONL thickness (mean72SD) is depicted (gray). C: NIR-AF image of Patient P5 shown at the same spatial scale as in (A). Inset: NIR-AF image of a representative normal subject (age 22 years). D: Relation of retained NIR-AF signal boundary and retained ONL thickness boundary in seven CEP290-mutant retinas and in ¢ve RP patients with a central island of function remaining.Two measurements made along the horizontal meridian toward the nasal and temporal directions from the fovea in each subject are connected by lines. Regression line (slope 5 0.81, r 2 50.76) and 95% prediction intervals (dashed line) are estimated from all of the data shown. E: Immuno£uorescence staining of CEP290 in cones of monkey retina. Sections were costained with CEP290 (green) and cone-speci¢c marker, PNA (red). Immunodetection indicated colocalization of CEP290 with PNA (Merge; arrows) in cones. DAPI (blue) was used to stain the nuclei. Scale:10 mm.
The spared central retinal island of cone-rich human retina led to the question of whether there was indeed CEP290 immunolocalization in primate cones. As the reported CEP290 expression data (in rod-dominated mouse retina) did not clarify this [Chang et al., 2006; Sayer et al., 2006] , we performed immunohistochemical analysis of monkey retina and found prominent immunostaining in cones, thereby confirming expression of CEP290 in both photoreceptor types (Fig. 2E) . Cone staining of CEP290 was also detected in normal human retina (data not shown).
Evidence for Retinal Remodeling in Human Peripheral
CEP290-Mutant Retina
Rod photoreceptor density normally increases while cone density declines with distance from the human fovea [Curcio et al., 1990] . At about 4-5 mm from the fovea, the ratio of rods to cones becomes more like that in mouse (25:1). In vivo microscopy in pericentral retina shows a relatively thick photoreceptor layer; the thinner inner nuclear layer (INL) is composed of bipolar, Muller glial, amacrine, and horizontal cell nuclei (Fig. 3A , inset left). CEP290-mutant retinas differed remarkably from normal (Fig. 3A, inset right) . ONL was not detectable and INL appeared to thicken with increasing distance from the center. INL thickness in normal retina (n 5 10; ages 8-58 years) increases over the first millimeter from the fovea and then thinning occurs at further eccentricities (Fig. 3A) . All CEP290-mutant retinas had normal INL thickness in the first millimeter of eccentricity from the fovea. However, at greater eccentricity, six of eight showed abnormal thickening (rather than thinning) of the nuclear layer continuous with the INL.
Individual cross-sections of six CEP290-retinas at 5-7 mm temporal eccentricity illustrate the abnormal laminar pattern. The sections, ordered from left to right by total retinal thickness, show no obvious age dependence of this parameter (Fig. 3B) . In contrast to normal lamination with thick ONL, thinner INL, and intervening synaptic laminae, CEP290-mutant retinas have an almost bilaminar reflectivity profile. There is a relatively thick hyporeflective nuclear layer (either an abnormal INL or combined INL-ONL with an unresolved plexiform layer between) and a more vitread layer of hyperreflectivity that is thicker than the normal inner plexiform layer (IPL). Neither of the layers showed a relationship of thickness or thinning to age; the oldest CEP290-mutant retina studied (Patient P8), however, had the thinnest nuclear layer. The deep multipeaked retinal signal we previously termed the outer-retina-choroid-complex [Huang et al., 1998 [Huang et al., , 2000 Jacobson et al., 2003 Jacobson et al., , 2005 ] is reduced to a single-peaked component with generally higher backscatter than normal, suggesting loss of inner and outer segment signal and atrophy or demelanization of RPE.
Inner Retinal Changes and Retinal Remodeling in rd16 Retina
We asked whether the human laminar abnormalities in CEP290-mutant retina had any histological correlates in the rd16 mouse retina [Chang et al., 2006] . A 25-day-old rd16 retina showed an expected reduction in ONL and photoreceptor outer segments as compared to 4-week-old WT retina. Based on the clues garnered from the human CEP290-LCA data, we reexamined the rd16 mouse despite the earlier report that cellular layers other than the ONL were not dramatically changed [Chang et al., 2006] . We detected considerable thickening of the INL and IPL at a midretinal region (Fig. 3C) . Interestingly, the nuclei of all cell types in the rd16 retina appeared enlarged though the number of rows of nuclei in INL and the ganglion cell layer (GCL) seemed unaltered. Examination of sections from rd16 retinas from mice between 19 days and 14 months of age confirmed the findings at midretinal as well as central retinal regions (data not shown). To further characterize the changes in the inner retina of rd16 mice, we looked at GFAP immunolabeling, a sensitive indicator of retinopathy detectable in activated Muller glial cells [Bringmann FIGURE 3. Human CEP290-mutant retina and murine rd16 retina show retinal remodeling. A: INL thickness pro¢les along the horizontal meridian in normal human retina (n 5 8; gray represents mean72SD) and eight CEP290-mutant retinas (Patients P1^P8, symbols). Inset above graph depicts an 11-mm-long cross-sectional image that shows the striking di¡erence between lamination in a normal subject (age 26 years) and CEP290-LCA, Patient P6. B: Cross-sectional images from 5 to 7 mm in the temporal retina of a normal human retina (age 28 years) and six CEP290-mutant retinas. The abnormal retinas are ordered by total retinal thickness and show no age relationship. C: Retinal histology of a 4-week-old WTand a 25-day-old rd16 mouse retina at a midretinal region. Compared to WT, rd16 retina has a reduced ONL, IS, and OS. INL and IPL are thicker in rd16 retina. Scale:10 mm. D: Immunohistochemical analysis with £uorescent labeling using anti-GFAP antibody in WTand rd16 retinas. GFAP labeling was restricted to astrocytes in the 6-week-old WT mouse, whereas activated glial reactivity (presumed due to remodeling of Muller cells in response to photoreceptor degeneration) was initiated by 4 weeks of age in rd16 and progressed with age. Nuclei are stained with DAPI (blue). Scale: 50 mm.
and Reichenbach, 2001] . In 6-week-old WT mouse retina, GFAP staining is primarily restricted to astrocytes; however, a notable increase in GFAP reactivity was observed in 4-week-old and 6-week-old rd16 retinas (Fig. 3D) .
Visual Brain Pathway Anatomy Is Intact
Retinal blindness at birth or shortly thereafter has been associated with atrophy of the optic nerves and chiasm as well as alterations in cortical gray and white matter [Noppeney et al., 2005; Shimony et al., 2006] . We asked whether this occurs in CEP290-LCA. With MRI we studied Patients P4 (age 18 years) and P8 (age 48 years), who represent early and later retinal disease stages, respectively. Retinal structure in the two stages of CEP290-LCA disease is schematically depicted compared to normal (Fig.  4A) . The visual pathway structures appeared normal in MRI images. The interpial optic nerve diameter in Patients P4 and P8 was normal (Fig. 4B) , as defined by measurements from our normal subjects and published data [Karim et al., 2004] . This finding suggested there are normal numbers of ganglion cell axons that FIGURE 4. Visual pathway anatomy in human CEP290 disease from retina to cortex. A: Retina. Schematic representation of early and later CEP290-LCA retinal disease stages in central and more peripheral temporal (left) retina. Early stage: at and near the cone-rich fovea, there is a normal ONL (blue), detectable IS/OS (yellow), and a normally melanized RPE (black).Temporal retina lacks ONL and shows abnormal thickening of inner layers; RPE is demelanized (gray). Later stage: there is contraction of preserved retina and RPE and loss of IS/OS signal.Temporal retina has abnormal lamination but is thinner. B: Optic nerve anatomy. A normal-appearing optic chiasm (arrowhead) was observed on T1-imaging in Patient P4. High-resolutionT2-weighted axial and coronal images were obtained through the optic nerves.The position of the coronal slice displayed is indicated by the dashed line on the axial image.The cross-sectional diameter of the interpial optic nerve (arrows) was estimated at three positions along each nerve, and the average diameter was within the range of normal. C: Whole-brain morphometric analysis. The T1-weighted anatomical images from CEP290-LCA and controls were warped to a representative template (top row).The (log) determinant of the Jacobian matrix calculated during warping for each subject (bottom row) indexes the degree to which cerebral tissue is smaller or larger than the template image. No signi¢cant deviation from control measures was seen in both CEP290-LCA (Patient P4 data illustrated). A focused analysis was conducted within occipital lobe white matter (red on the registered anatomy).The z-position (mm) of each axial slice relative to the anterior commissure is indicated.The average (log) Jacobian measure within the occipital white matter for CEP290-LCA and normal subjects indicate no di¡erences.
transmit retinal activity to higher visual centers. We conducted a whole-brain, voxel-based morphometric analysis [Ashburner and Friston, 2000] of the anatomical images obtained from Patients P4 and P8 and found no significant deviations from normal cortical or subcortical anatomy (Fig. 4C) . A more focused analysis, conducted within occipital lobe white matter, also did not show a population difference. There were no signs of Joubert syndrome in Patients P4 and P8, confirming previous observations [den Hollander et al., 2006] .
DISCUSSION
CEP290 is a centrosomal protein that also localizes to the cilium of mouse retinal photoreceptors [Chang et al., 2006; Fliegauf et al., 2006; Sayer et al., 2006] . CEP290/NPHP6-associated diseases, including Joubert syndrome and nonsyndromic LCA, now add to the list of human ciliopathies [Badano et al., 2005; Hildebrandt and Otto, 2005; Bisgrove and Yost, 2006; Valente et al., 2006] . The detailed role of CEP290 in the human retina is unknown, except that it causes a profound congenital retinal and visual malfunction [den Hollander et al., 2006; Perrault et al., 2007] .
Rod photoreceptor-rich regions of the human CEP290-mutant retina showed a disease phenotype that was comparable to that of the Cep290-deficient rd16 mouse retina. At the earliest human ages studied (7 and 11 years), there was no measurable photoreceptor layer in these rod-rich locations and RPE was demelanized. Assuming allometric scaling of rates of retinal degeneration across species [Wright et al., 2004] , the first decade of human life would correspond to about 4 weeks in the life of the rd16 mouse, when severe loss of photoreceptors is already observed [Chang et al., 2006] . Human and murine diseases showed dramatic retinal remodeling in response to the early photoreceptor losses. Abnormal expansion of inner retinal layers was a shared feature. Increased GFAP immunolabeling suggested Muller glial cell activation in response to the genetic photoreceptor injury [Lewis and Fisher, 2003; Rattner and Nathans, 2005] . Muller cell bodies are in the INL and processes project to the outer and inner limiting membranes of the retina [Hogan et al., 1971] . GFAP is expressed at basal levels in Muller glial endfeet (axon terminals) and astrocytes of normal mouse retina [Lewis and Fisher, 2003; Schnitzer, 1988] . Following genetic or environmental insult to the retina, there is progressive Muller cell hypertrophy and upregulation of GFAP synthesis that is detected as large columns throughout the cell [Bringmann and Reichenbach, 2001] . Hypertrophied glial processes may partly explain the retinal thickening, such as in the IPL . Muller glia also secrete trophic factors for cell survival; diffusion or active transport of such factors to neighboring neurons could lead to increased nuclear activity (such as gene transcription) and consequent thickening of the INL in both CEP290-LCA and rd16 retina [Bok et al., 2002; Zeiss et al., 2006] . Inner retinal abnormalities have been observed in canine and murine retinal degenerations [Strettoi et al., 2002; Fath et al., 2005; Hart et al., 2005; Jones and Marc, 2005; Beltran et al., 2006; Tessitore et al., 2006; Zeiss et al., 2006] . The apparently altered nuclear phenotype with increased nuclear volume in rd16 inner retinal cells has not, to our knowledge, been previously reported. The rd16 mouse may provide a convenient platform to initiate investigations into the basis of this observation and also to determine whether inner retinal dysmorphology can be halted or reversed by therapeutic intervention .
Primate cone-rich central retina has no equivalent in the roddominated murine retina. Unlike other ciliopathies such as RPGR mutations (Fig. 1) and a Bardet-Biedl syndrome [Azari et al., 2006] , the retinas of blind patients who carry CEP290 mutations did not show central degeneration and thinning. Instead, there was relatively normal foveal cone photoreceptor lamination and detectable subjacent RPE, over an age-span of 5 decades. There was no evidence of maldevelopment; the CEP290-mutant fovea had presumably undergone the normally protracted postnatal maturation process of nearly 5 years with increases in cone density due to centripetal movement of cells and cone inner and outer segment differentiation [Yuodelis and Hendrickson, 1986; Mayer et al., 1995; Provis et al., 1998 ]. Normal INL thickness around the fovea also suggests normal development [Hendrickson, 1994; Provis et al., 2005] . We propose that the spared central island is comprised almost entirely of cone photoreceptor cells, based on the observed thickness data, which are highly reminiscent of human cone density profiles [Curcio et al., 1990] and the decline to subnormal ONL thickness that begins about 1 mm from the fovea, where the rod:cone ratio starts increasing rapidly [Curcio et al., 1990] .
A hypothesis for spared but poorly functioning central cones from birth is that there is defective trafficking through the cilium of key molecular cargo such as phototransduction molecules responsible for visual signaling [Burns and Arshavsky, 2005; Calvert et al., 2006] . The sparing, however, was not complete. Patient P8, the 48-year-old with CEP290 mutations and no light perception, had a more limited spatial extent of intact central retina and RPE than the others; this finding suggests that CEP290-mutant central retinas show slowly progressive degeneration, which may ultimately result in complete loss of foveal cone photoreceptors at later ages. The finding that cell death of cone nuclei is significantly slower than rod photoreceptor loss suggests different roles of CEP290 in these two highly specialized photoreceptor populations or different sensitivities to cell death from a putative intersegmental trafficking defect [Besharse et al., 2003] . Recent data concerning a difference in cone and rod behavior in rds/rds mice may also be relevant to the persistence of cone retina in CEP290 mutations. Lack of Rds, which is normally expressed in rods and cones [Molday et al., 1987] resulted in different effects in the two photoreceptor types. Cone cells developed abnormal outer segments and remained viable despite impaired phototransduction efficiency in rds/rds; in contrast, no rod outer segment development occurred and there was apoptotic death of rods [Farjo et al., 2006] . CEP290-LCA could present an opportunity for visual restoration of the central retina by somatic gene replacement therapy. The more rare RPGRIP1 form of LCA also has some theoretical potential for gene therapy success given the promising results in the murine model of the disease [Pawlyk et al., 2005] . The central retinal preservation in RPGRIP-LCA (Patient P9) [Jacobson et al., 2007b] is interestingly similar to that in CEP290-LCA. RPGRIP1, another photoreceptor ciliary protein, may share pathogenic mechanisms with CEP290 [Chang et al., 2006] . In contrast, the CRB1 and RDH12 forms of LCA have severe retinal disorganization from early human life and are unlikely candidates for somatic gene therapy [Jacobson et al., 2003 [Jacobson et al., , 2007a . Somatic gene therapy in the rd16 mouse, specifically targeting cone photoreceptors, is a key experimental step to take. Further human neuroimaging studies are also warranted, to define the extent of functional reorganization using other sensory modalities [Bavelier and Neville, 2002] and thereby clarify the therapeutic potential in CEP290-LCA. The specter of bilateral amblyopia looms in all early visual deprivations [Lewis and Maurer, 2005] and may compromise efficacy from retinal treatment. However, even an improvement in CEP290-LCA from bare light perception to coarse spatial resolution may be a worthy goal for therapy of this otherwise incurable disease.
